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I. INTRODUCTION

A common complaint has run through much of the massive judicial administration literature of the last decade. It has been popular to bewail the use of antiquated equipment and methods—reminiscent of green eye shades and quill pens—as symptomatic of the sorry administrative condition of the courts. "Modern improvements in management techniques, record-keeping, and communications," wrote journalist Leonard Downie in 1971, "are all but unheard of inside courthouse walls. Instead, United States courts continue to follow slavishly many of the same procedures as did courts in early rural America and the shires of England before that."

To be certain, many courts labor today, as they always have, under the burden of out-dated or non-existent equipment. Nevertheless, too much has happened in the 1970’s to sustain the popular view of a technologically barren judicial system. Indeed, it may well be that the courts, so technologically starved at the beginning of the decade, are now reeling from an onslaught of technological innovations and sophisticated equipment and


The views and opinions expressed in this Article should not be taken as official policy of the Federal Judicial Center. On matters of policy, the Center speaks only through its Board.


from the organizational disruption that can be caused by the rapid introduction of technology.  

How technology might facilitate the federal judiciary's performance of its role is hardly a trivial matter; whether it serves the day-to-day law-enunciating function of the federal appellate courts or enables a trial judge to handle the many cases consolidated in his court in the wake of President Carter's order freezing Iranian assets in response to the hostage seizure, technological innovation will affect the judicial process. This Article describes the computer-based case and court management information systems developed for the federal courts and comments on the technical and organizational variables affecting that major innovation.

A. What is Technology and How Can it Support Courts?

"Technology" connotes the practical application of scientific knowledge to the performance of tasks. Within the courts, technology has often been considered synonymous with large computer systems that store caseload data and produce management reports and court records (such as docket sheets). In fact, technology need not be viewed in such limited terms. Technological innovations in the courts during the last two decades have encompassed the use of video technology to facilitate the preservation and presentation of expert witness testimony and the creation of a complete record for appeal. Word processing and


5. Our greater familiarity with the federal courts and the fact that they are in a somewhat stronger budgetary posture than are state courts explain our focus on the federal court system. We acknowledge that there are compelling reasons to focus instead on state courts. In addition to their greater diversity, state courts face interesting funding questions, particularly those concerning the Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) funding for technological improvements in court administration. LEAA funding has, despite providing considerable benefits, raised problems of short grant cycles, interbranch funding delivery systems, and the enduring tensions associated with federalism. See, e.g., State Justice Institute Act of 1979: Hearings on S. 2387 Before the Subcomm. on Jurisprudence and Governmental Relations of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. 21-22 (1979-1980) (statement of Minnesota Chief Justice Robert J. Sheran).

6. See Note, The Role of Videotape in the Criminal Court, 10 Suffolk L. Rev. 1107 (1976). See also G. Coleman, The Impact of Video Use on Court Function: A Summary
electronic mail systems support and expedite the preparation of opinions. Microfilm copies of court records ease storage problems and improve public access. Court reporters have been offered access to computer-based systems to facilitate the transcription process. Even courthouse architecture has emerged as a major area involving significant technological innovation.

Technology has three general uses in the courts. First, it can provide management and operational support, enabling courts to deal better with the increased size and complexity of their caseloads. Second, it can speed the execution of routine tasks and increase the amount of useful information available to a court. Finally, it can help courts accomplish the research and planning tasks necessary for the proper administration of justice.

1. Providing Management and Operational Support

Technology provides the ability to arrange and to array information rapidly and accurately. Management of an organization of any complexity demands the availability of complete and specific information about the people or things upon which the organization acts, be they patients in a hospital, students in a law school, inventories of goods for sale, or cases brought to court for disposition. When the number of such objects—cases for instance—reaches a certain order of magnitude, computer technology can improve the organization’s—in this case, the court’s—ability to collect and analyze data, thus enhancing efficiency. For example, a computer can quickly produce an easily referenced, current docket status report, presenting a judge with accurate information about the cases on his or her calendar, including filing dates, pending events, and current deadlines. To produce this information by hand, a supporting staff would have to labor much longer and the accuracy of the information col-

7. See note 39 and accompanying text infra.
lected might well be jeopardized by the number of manual computations, transcriptions, and procedures involved.

Technology can also significantly improve the ability of judges and their staffs to research the law, to identify related research in progress in other chambers, to prepare calendars for appellate hearings, and to select prospective jurors from voter registration lists. Similarly, technology can facilitate the production of budgetary, personnel, or property-inventory data for courts as it can for other complex organizations.

2. *Speeding the Execution of Routine Tasks*

Technology can do more than help ensure the availability and accuracy of information: it also serves the related but distinct function of providing the courts with information more expeditiously than would be provided otherwise. For example, word processing and electronic mail technologies expedite the opinion production process and speed the delivery of case-related documents to geographically remote judges for review. Use of videotape allows participants in a trial to hear the testimony of remote or busy witnesses—seamen or physicians, for example—with less disruption, more predictability, and more punctuality than would be the case if the witness had to testify in person. Transcription technologies expedite the preparation of transcripts and assist an appellate court by speeding the decision-making process in cases where the court would otherwise have to postpone argument until the transcripts were ready.

The speed with which computers can produce stored information in usable form increases the amount of useful information available to a court. For instance, a computer can identify, according to defined attributes, cases likely to benefit from differentiated treatment. Also, a computer can alert court personnel to the occurrence or nonoccurrence of specific events in the life of a case, knowledge of which might call for judicial intervention. These kinds of information could not feasibly be produced by hand under the short deadlines imposed in the administration of justice.

3. *Aiding Research and Planning*

Computer technology can also greatly aid judicial research and planning. The storage and manipulation of research and planning data, however, present a task different from the storage
and presentation of management data. While effective management may require knowledge of each item in the court's inventory, such as a complete list of probationers and the various levels of supervision each requires, a sample of such data is often adequate for a planner, whose task might be to estimate the number of individuals a probation office will supervise in a given time period. A researcher may also use samples of computerized data to analyze such things as the effect of various case management approaches on disposition times. In any case, both research and planning are tasks in which technology can play an important role.

Pointing out the advantages researchers receive from having access to a computerized data base is not to minimize the complexity of the research and planning functions, either in drawing samples or in analyzing data. In fact, a National Academy of Sciences panel recently concluded that the methodological tools are not yet available to provide an efficient and accurate means of predicting the impact that pending legislation will have on the courts.

B. Special Conditions Affecting Technological Innovations in the Courts

Before describing the specific efforts to introduce technological innovations into the federal courts, a word is in order about the variables associated with courts that may affect these efforts. Courts act, as do most professional organizations, on a case-by-case basis. This creates a natural state of resistance to the use of technology such as computers, since systematic computer analysis is based on the assumption that objects of analysis can be placed into categories and then described or analyzed

10. The Federal Judicial Center's District Court Studies Project, for example, developed major recommendations concerning various federal case management techniques using a sample of 3,114 terminated civil cases drawn from a universe of 16,141 cases. This 17% sample is rather large in comparison to those found in much social science research. Data on the project's sampling techniques and sample size can be found in S. Flanders, Case Management and Court Management in United States District Courts 109 (Federal Judicial Center 1977) and [1975] Director Administrative Office U.S. Courts Ann. Rep. 372-74, Table C-4A.


in those categories rather than individually. To insist, for example, that appellate cases cannot be put into categories because each case differs slightly in the specific issues it presents is to effectively thwart the potential for computer-aided assistance.

Technology is also suspect in the judiciary because courts (including federal courts) are local institutions. As such, they are closely linked to the political and social cultures of their specific localities. When these courts are offered technology that has been developed and advocated by a centrally based agency, particularly one based in Washington, D.C., they will surely greet it with special wariness.13

Although other professional organizations exhibit a similar wariness, the judiciary may well constitute a more formidable bastion against technology transfer. Courts, by their very nature, are passive organizations. They are likely to resist new developments almost as a cultural trait, according to an unspoken organizational extension of the legal doctrine of stare decisis. Judges, and by acculturation their administrative staffs, tend to give great weight to time-blessed administrative methods in the same way they give great weight to historical statements of legal doctrine.

There is another, somewhat broader, explanation for professional resistance to, or at least skepticism about, technology that probably explains the courts' resistance more than it does that of other professional organizations. That is the classic cost-benefit equation. To ask how technology might benefit the basic mission of the courts is to ask what that basic mission is. Ultimately, it is not the mission of the judiciary to dispose of cases according to measurable standards of speed or economy, although those values are rightly prized. The ultimate goal of the judicial system is to do justice.14 Justice, as we are often reminded, is very difficult to measure. Justice to individual litigants would appear more difficult to measure than the health of patients who might benefit from technologically refined medical treatment. Consequently, technological innovations, jarring as they are to the courts' culture, face the additional barrier of skepticism about their ability to produce measurable results in

terms of the most important objective of the system.

In fact, given the potential for hostility, the receptivity to technological innovation on the part of considerable numbers of judges and supporting personnel is all the more remarkable.18

II. THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER AND TECHNOLOGY

The remainder of this Article will describe the Federal Judicial Center's efforts to introduce computer technology16 into the federal courts and will discuss the Courtran system's developmental approach.

Congress established the Federal Judicial Center in 1967 to serve as the federal courts' agency for research, development, and continuing education. Thus, the Center took its place alongside the Administrative Office of the United States Courts,17 which was created in 1939 to serve as the operations arm of the federal judiciary and carry out the policies of the Judicial Conference of the United States,18 the administrative "board of directors" of the federal courts. When Congress created the Center, it acted at the request of the Judicial Conference and in response to the general tenor of the times.

The mid-1960's focus on equipping the criminal justice system to fight the "war on crime" led a large number of state court systems to develop various types of automated case management systems.19 Congressional concern led to the initiation of similar federal programs. During floor debate on the bill creating the Judicial Center, Representative Robert McClory secured passage of an amendment directing the Center's Board (its governing body) to "study and determine ways in which automatic data processing and systems procedures may be applied to the administration of the courts of the United States."20 Thus, said

16. Space considerations as much as anything dictate that we not attempt in this Article a review of all the technologies, large and small, developed for or currently being operated in the federal courts. This focus on one technology inevitably produces a more narrow treatment than we would like.
20. 28 U.S.C. § 623(a)(5) (1976). The Board of the Center consists of the Chief Justice, who by statute is ex officio chairman, and the Director of the Administrative Office
Representative McClory, the federal courts could "utilize such modern devices and techniques" as a "great many state courts [had developed] . . . to fully utilize their judicial talent and to expedite the administration of justice." 21

The congressional interest in these matters was matched by a judicial interest. The Judicial Conference committee that recommended establishment of the Center had noted the need for "scientific study and research, . . . a system [sic] analysis of court processes in the light of modern methods of data recordation and retrieval."22 These exhortations for the importation of "modern management devices" into the federal courts were part of a generalized effort to utilize technology to help the federal courts cope with rising caseloads.

A. Courtran Development

The Judicial Center began operations in 1968 and immediately created four divisions, including the Division of Innovations and Systems Development.23 The actual design, development, and test operations of what the statute referred to as "automatic data processing and systems procedures" began soon afterwards.

The many computer applications developed by the Center have been subsumed under the umbrella term "Courtran,"24 of the U.S. Courts, who also serves ex officio, as well as two active judges of the U.S. Court of Appeals, three district judges, and one bankruptcy judge. The latter judges are elected for four-year terms by the Judicial Conference of the United States. See 28 U.S.C. § 621(a) (1976).

21. 113 CONG. REC. 16,202 (1967). There were other substantive purposes for a federal court computer capability. Mr. McClory called attention, for example, to Mr. McCulloch's observation that "the Federal courts could use such machines" to comply with the jury selection requirements of the then-pending Civil Rights Act of 1966. H.R. REP. No. 351, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 23-24, (1967) (additional views of Rep. McClory) (quoting letter from Representative McCulloch to Emmanuel Celler (Aug. 5, 1966)).


23. The Center has three other divisions—Research, Continuing Education and Training, and Interjudicial Affairs and Information Services. For a description of their work, see [1980] FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER ANN. REP. 41-45.

24. For reasons explained below, the terms "Courtran I," "Courtran II," and "Courtran" will be found in Center literature describing the computer applications it has developed. By 1980, these distinctions were no longer observed. Now the term "Courtran" is used solely.
which today consists of some twelve major and thirty-six minor applications that support criminal, civil, bankruptcy, and appellate case management, as well as numerous facets of daily local court management and national research and administration. This system is designed to assist federal court personnel, including judges, administrators, support personnel such as secretaries and law clerks, court reporters, and probation officers. A significant feature of the Courtran system is its use of large computers located in Washington, D.C., rather than smaller computers located in individual courthouses around the country. Federal courts nationwide are linked to these large computers by high-speed transmission lines so that the data for federal courts in Los Angeles and Atlanta, for example, are stored and manipulated in Washington in accordance with instructions provided by local court personnel. The results of these data manipulations are electronically displayed or printed on terminals in the local courts.

Courtran applications have not been installed in all ninety-five federal district courts and twelve courts of appeals. This is due in part to the fact that the system is still being developed. Some federal courts, however, may never elect to make use of the various nationwide applications described below. They may decide that their caseloads or administrative work are not of sufficient quantity to make computer support cost effective, or they may decide not to accept Courtran for any number of other reasons. The Center neither has nor wants the authority to compel courts to accept the system.

1. Initial Design and Development

The Courtran system was conceived and constructed with a great deal of exploration and experimentation. The approach

---

25. "Manipulated," in this context, does not have a pejorative meaning, but refers instead to the computational routines that the computer performs on the data.

26. For a discussion of the utilization of Courtran by federal district courts and courts of appeal, see text accompanying note 34 infra. The Courtran system is completely distinct from the computer technology being developed in the Supreme Court of the United States. Unlike many state supreme courts, the United States Supreme Court has historically maintained its own administrative and research capabilities rather than rely on the more generally available administrative support office. Over the past several years, the Supreme Court has automated the case docketing function in the Office of the Clerk. The Court has also developed a computerized word processing and publication capability that assists the Justices in the drafting and editing of opinions and facilitates the publication of both slip opinions and the bound volumes of the U.S Reports.
taken by the Federal Judicial Center.\textsuperscript{27} was to experiment with
the application of computer technology to federal court manage-
ment problems until the Center was convinced that the benefits
of computer technology were worth the expense of making that
technology available to the federal courts on a broad scale. Addi-
tionally, the Center—conscious of the judiciary's suspicion of
technology—wanted to be certain it could develop computer sys-
tems that would be the servants of court personnel. To do so, it
was essential to make the internal complexity of the computer
transparent to the court personnel who would use it.

The first step in this development effort was the construc-
tion of a prototype court support system, called Courtran I,\textsuperscript{28}
using computer time purchased from private computer compa-
nies. The Center subsequently developed a second version of
this early, experimental court support system, using minicom-
puters purchased by the judiciary. These two versions of the sys-
tem were installed in two large, urban federal courts and tested
for several years. As the term "prototype" suggests, the purpose
of these early systems was to allow the participating courts and
the Center to experiment with various system development ap-
proaches and to examine the impact of these computer-based
support systems upon the day-to-day operations of the courts.
Thus, during this period of pilot operations, a number of work-
measurement and management-improvement studies docu-
mented results and evaluated whether the expected time savings
and improved management support were in fact being
achieved.\textsuperscript{29}

Whether Courtran I caused time savings was only one ques-
tion that had to be answered affirmatively if any major exten-
sion of the systems could be justified. The systems designed in
Washington needed extreme flexibility so they could be used in
courts differing greatly in their underlying organizational or ad-
ministrative support structures. It would have been pointless for
the Center to tell the various courts to conform their operations
to suit the Center-developed Courtran applications. Therefore, it
was essential for the Courtran applications to be independent of

\textsuperscript{27} The specific approach taken has been detailed elsewhere. See Ebersole & Hall,
Courtran: A Modular Management and Information and Research System for the Judicial

\textsuperscript{28} See note 24 supra.

\textsuperscript{29} See, e.g., E. Kulp, Courtran Evaluated by Clerical Work Measurement (1973)
(on file at Federal Judicial Center).
and capable of being applied to the many different paperwork or record-keeping systems utilized by federal courts throughout the United States. To achieve this independence and capability, the Center keyed the design and logic of its systems to judicial events rather than any court's specific administrative methods. This allowed courts to elect to use these systems without having to change their operating environments.

The Courtran I system proved sufficiently successful to lead the Board of the Judicial Center to approve the full-scale design and development of an improved version, called Courtran II, to support the federal courts nationwide in a large number of administrative areas.

2. Centralization

The Center decided to centralize all major computer hardware (other than terminals and related equipment) required to operate each of the major applications it would develop. Consequently, two computer centers were established in Washington, D.C., one in a downtown office building and another in the United States Courthouse. The local courts, as noted above, would use terminals in their own courthouses, connected to the computers by high-speed telecommunications lines. This decision was dictated by several factors. Centralizing the computers provided what is called "redundancy," i.e., an assurance that computer resources would be available even in the event of limited computer failure. Centralization also facilitated computer expansion as the number of court users and available applications increased, and eased the task of computer maintenance, both corrective and preventative. In essence, the basic computational resources needed to serve the federal courts are located in one city, rather than scattered over the country.

In addition to centralizing the computers, the Center chose...
to use large timesharing computers capable of exercising many
different computational functions simultaneously. This capacity
was important since the applications would, for the most part,
be interactive and tutorial in operation; that is to say, personnel
in the clerk's office in a local court would "converse" with the
computer, receiving instructions and guidance as they entered
caseload data through a terminal in their court. Use of large
timesharing computers allowed substantial intelligence to be
built into the applications themselves, and this in turn facili-
tated the identification and correction, at the earliest possible
moment, of errors that local personnel might make while enter-
ing data into the system. At the same time, this tutorial charac-
teristic reduced the need for extended formal training of court
personnel.

3. Ensuring Compatability with Federal Court Procedures

The key to the installation of computer support in the fed-
eral courts was ensuring that the technology complemented
rather than frustrated court procedures already in place. In es-
semble, what is called "artificial intelligence" had to be built into
the applications to ensure both their compatability with general
federal court procedures and their adaptability to the specific
and parochial procedures found in each court.

To describe the intelligence built into Courtran applica-
tions, it might be useful to focus on a single computer support
application, Criminal Caseflow Management. Buchanan and
Fennell have noted that the Courtran Criminal Caseflow Man-
agement System "differs from conventional information systems
in that it contains computer models of court procedure embody-
ing the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, . . . pertinent reg-
ulatory statutes, and local court procedural rules."33 In effect,
the Courtran computers analyze each piece of information re-
ported by court personnel not only for format correctness, as do
many conventional computer systems, but also to ensure that
the information being reported is entirely consistent with infor-
mation previously recorded for the case in question and is con-
sistent with local and national procedural rules. Thus, for exam-
ple, the Courtran system would not allow the entry of

33. Buchanan and Fennell, An Intelligent Information System for Criminal Case
Management in the Federal Courts (1977) (Proceedings of the Fifth International Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence, M.I.T.).
information indicating that the plaintiff's motion for summary judgment had been granted if the court's official electronic records did not show such a motion to be pending. Nor would the system allow a multiple-defendant criminal case to be set for trial if the court's records indicated that one of the defendants was a fugitive. In the latter situation the computer would offer the deputy clerk a number of alternative courses of action that would allow the case to be scheduled. The clerk might alert the court to this fact and suggest that the fugitive defendant be severed from the proceedings or that the trial date be made tentative, contingent upon the apprehension of the fugitive defendant. The intelligence of the Courtran system allows input errors involving procedural problems to be identified and corrected at the earliest possible moment, thereby avoiding disruption to the participants in the process and the creation of inaccurate official court records.

B. The Scope of Courtran Development

The Federal Judicial Center decided early in the development of Courtran that the system should meet the courts' requirements for management and operational support and speed the execution of routine court tasks, as well as provide a support capability for the Center's policy research mission and the research and planning needs of local courts.34 Below we describe the Courtran applications in each of these categories, highlighting how Courtran has contributed to the expedition of court functions.

1. Providing Management and Operational Support

Case Management: The most important Courtran applications are those designed to serve judges and administrators in the day-to-day management of criminal, civil, appellate, and bankruptcy caseloads. Probably the most extensively developed case management application is the Courtran Criminal Caseflow Management System. Its development was given highest priority in order to help the courts comply with the reporting requirements of the Speedy Trial Act of 1974.35 The Criminal Caseload Management System—or a variation, the Speedy Trial Act Ac-

34. See note 10 and accompanying text infra.
counting and Reporting System (STARS)—is now in the final stages of development and refinement and is already in extensive use in the federal courts. In fact, these two systems processed information on approximately sixty percent of all federal criminal felony defendants in the twelve-month period ending June 30, 1980.

It is not possible to detail here the various functions these systems provide the courts. In essence, they record the criminal docketing information entered by local court personnel, store that information, and use it to produce, on demand, a variety of management reports indicating the status of the court’s or an individual judge’s criminal cases in terms of the deadlines set by the Speedy Trial Act.

Since 1980, the Judicial Center has been able to develop and test a further procedure for efficient court management. With Judicial Conference approval, several of the courts that are testing the Criminal System have relieved clerical personnel from having to record docket sheet information on traditional paper records stored in the courthouse. Instead, the court’s docket sheet information is electronically recorded in the main Courtran computers, thus creating the official docket, albeit an electronic docket, of their cases. The Courtran system can produce on demand instant paper copies of the docket on terminals installed in the local courts. In addition, the docket information maintained in the computer is regularly provided to the courts on microfiche, from which paper dockets can be generated at any time.

An integral part of Courtran’s case management capability is the INDEX system. INDEX is an automated system that provides a limited amount of information about all of the cases—civil, criminal, and bankruptcy—on a judge’s or a court’s docket. Case lists can be produced as required, categorized according to such things as judge, case age, litigant name, or case type. INDEX is now being used in thirty federal courts which together account for over half the total federal criminal and civil caseload.

Case Scheduling: A variant of the several case management systems is an appellate case scheduling system—CALEN9—developed for the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. This system was developed in 1977, at the court’s re-

36. A somewhat dated description of this system is in M. LEAVITT, CALEN9: A CAL-
quest, by the Center’s Research Division. This program automatically assigns cases to the three-judge panels in which the judges of the United States Courts of Appeals typically sit. The program employs case classification criteria developed by the court, which groups cases primarily according to the cases’ estimated degree of difficulty, the length of time the appeal has been pending, and the case type; and secondarily, according to the district court from which the appeal was taken. The program can also summarize and tabulate appeals according to the assignment criteria and produce overview management reports. One judge stated that the application had not only increased the number of cases decided by the court but had also improved the quality of the court’s decisions by facilitating the court’s grouping of common issues on appeal, in separate and unrelated cases, for argument before the same panel.

In fiscal year 1980, the Center’s continued refinement of this system included instituting a more complete reporting system at the request of the circuit. This calendaring capability will eventually undergo further development within the broader framework of the Courtran Appellate Information Management System. The scheduling program is not currently being used to assign judges to the various panels, although it has that capability. The Fifth Circuit has asked the Center to help design a variation of this scheduling program that will randomly assign judges to panels and schedule those assignments for a full year in advance. In response to that request, the Center has already provided the Fifth Circuit with a first draft of a hearing schedule for use in fiscal year 1981.

Other computer-based management applications may focus upon narrower, yet equally important, aspects of federal court operations, such as selecting jurors or improving coordination with other court-related agencies, including the Marshal’s Service and the U.S. Attorney’s Office.

Computer Assisted Legal Research (CALR): This application was acquired for the federal courts’ use following a thorough evaluation by the Judicial Center of three commercially available systems. The evaluation showed that the use of computerized legal research systems did in fact save considerable research time compared to manual research methods and that the
use of computerized systems improved the quality of legal research, oftentimes complementing or supplementing the results of conventional research methods. As a result of this study, the Administrative Office was able to secure a sufficient appropriation to provide federal courts with nationwide access to this technology.

The Opinion Indexing application supplements Computer Assisted Legal Research by providing a computer-supported electronic capability to search an index of the court’s significant legal research still in progress or significant pieces of legal research which have been completed but not published. Judges often discover that an issue on which they have just spent a great deal of research effort has, unknown to them, recently been exhaustively researched by one of their colleagues as part of another, unrelated judicial proceeding. The Opinion Indexing application will make research in progress, or unpublished research, more readily available to all federal judges.

2. Speeding the Execution of Routine Tasks

Computer Assisted Transcription (CAT): The Center has evaluated CAT systems (which, like CALR, are also commercially developed and marketed) and has offered one of these systems to federal court reporters on a limited-time basis in an attempt to encourage wider use of this technology. CAT offers court reporters the capability of reducing significantly the time required to prepare a final transcript following the completion of judicial proceeding. Frequently, CAT equipment utilizes a magnetic tape cassette which is inserted in a court reporter’s stenotype machine so that his or her key strokes are reproduced in an electronic form on the cassette, as well as in printed form on the paper tape normally produced by the stenotype machine. Following a reporting session, the court reporter, utilizing a cassette reader, electronically enters the magnetically-recorded information into a computer which, in turn, translates the electronic stenotype symbols into natural English and prints out the final English language copy of the transcript. At the present time, about fifty-eight of the approximately 550 federal court reporters are making use of this technology.

37. A. SAGER, AN EVALUATION OF COMPUTER ASSISTED LEGAL RESEARCH SYSTEMS FOR FEDERAL COURT APPLICATIONS (Federal Judicial Center 1977).
38. A more recent Center study, however, suggests that users in the federal courts
**Word Processing and Electronic Mail:** Word processing equipment is an increasingly common element of office support systems. The ability of such equipment to expedite greatly the production of manuscripts makes it extremely useful in supporting the work of appellate courts, whose major work product is the written word. Recognizing the fact that many of the judges who sit on the United States Courts of Appeals are dispersed geographically, the Center designed a word processing configuration that allows judges to use existing telephone lines to transmit draft opinions and other case-related documents electronically among the word processors in their respective chambers.

Two comprehensive studies on the use of this technology in the Third Circuit Court of Appeals have documented that its use has increased secretarial productivity by up to 300%, reduced the time required by the court to prepare written opinions by 52% for *per curiam* opinions and by 25% for signed opinions, and that the use of electronic mail reduced the delivery time of court documents by almost 85% compared to postal service delivery.

**Court Administration:** Federal Judicial Center efforts have focused upon the development of a comprehensive financial management and accounting package to support the management of the budget of the federal courts, which in fiscal year 1981 totalled approximately $663,000,000. The Administrative Office of the United States Courts is using this financial management application to administer all federal court appropriations. In the area of administration, the Center has also developed personnel management systems, property management systems, and a planning impact system, all of which have the common goal of improving the capability of local, as well as national, court managers to administer the business of the federal courts.

**National Statistics Generation:** One of the results of these several case management computer-support systems—by which give the technology at best mixed evaluations in terms of its speed and accuracy and are not enthusiastic about its further use in the courts at this time. See J. Greenwood, *Computer-Aided Transcription: A Survey of Federal Court Reporters' Perceptions* (Federal Judicial Center 1981). Court reporting administration and technology are likely to be pressing and controversial issues in the federal courts for at least the next several years.

the federal courts' caseload data are stored in the central Courtran computers in Washington—is the availability of a rich data base containing not only detailed information on current caseloads, but also historical information on past filings, terminations, and modes of disposition. In fact, five of the courts testing the Criminal System are having the computer automatically prepare their official criminal case statistical reports to the Administrative Office—a development that promises significant economies both in the courts and in the Administrative Office, and greater accuracy than the hand-transcribed data.

3. Aiding Research and Planning

The last of the three major court uses of technology is to support research and planning, both by making research information more easily available and by providing the computational resources to analyze it quickly. This aspect of computer technology is vital to the policy research mission of the Judicial Center. The Center, at the request of courts and of the Judicial Conference and its committees, is called upon to assess current conditions and to analyze and evaluate numerous procedures and innovations thought to serve the interests of effective federal judicial administration. To support policy research, the center has built into the Courtran system a number of powerful software research tools, including sophisticated statistical analysis capabilities.

Courtran also will provide, as noted above, a rich data base on federal case filings. Judicial Center research on federal caseload and case management usually requires substantial effort to collect such information—either from Administrative Office records or from files in the individual courts—and convert it into a form in which it can be computer analyzed. Once the Courtran system has federal caseload information available as part of its data base, it will be able to provide researchers both the analytical tools and the data necessary for effective research.

To date, computer technology in support of research efforts has been used most extensively in analyzing the impact on the federal courts of the Speedy Trial Act of 1974, in completing a

40. For information and an analysis of the Center's policy research, see Levin, Research on Judicial Administration: The Federal Experience, 26 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 237 (1981).
41. See, e.g., S. Flanders, note 10 supra.
comprehensive report on the quality of advocacy in the federal courts,\(^4^2\) in analyzing the initial period of operation of Pretrial Services Agencies,\(^4^3\) and in assisting the operation and analyzing the results of local rules in three federal courts that provide for court-annexed, mandatory, but non-binding arbitration in certain civil cases.\(^4^4\)

C. Transfer of Courtran to the Administrative Office

The major task facing the Center in the years ahead is to continue to develop systems—not necessarily large computer systems, but certainly technologically responsible systems—to assist the federal judiciary in case and court management. To do otherwise would not be faithful to the Center’s research and development mission. Once systems are fully developed, however, they no longer need to be, nor should be, maintained in a research and development agency. Consequently, the Center for the last several years has been working closely with the Administrative Office of the United States Courts to design the most suitable plan for the transfer of responsibility for operation of those Courtran systems deemed to be operational from the Center to the Administrative Office. The first phases of that transfer were effected on October 1, 1981.

III. Evaluation

A. Evidences of Accomplishment

Employees of the Center might not be ideal candidates to assess Courtran’s value. A variety of additional evidence, however, shows that much more than our own experiences justifies a positive view. In a short time period, two major timesharing computer centers have been built and put into operation, a highly qualified professional staff assembled, and a nationwide telecommunications network installed. Over four hundred computer terminals have been acquired and placed into operation in federal courts, in the Federal Judicial Center, and in the Adminis-


trative Office of the United States Courts to support the twelve major and thirty-six minor Courtran applications now being utilized. Development work on a large number of new applications is progressing on a broad front, and a number of innovative software techniques are being developed to allow the Judicial Center to increase the quality of support provided to the courts. Operational systems are being transferred from the Center to the Administrative Office for operation as part of the regular administration of the federal courts.

The Center classifies five computer support applications as completely successful: Computer Assisted Legal Research (CALR), Appellate Calendar Control (CALEN9), Financial Management, Word Processing and Electronic Mail, and the research support capability. Five other applications would appear to be well on their way to complete success: Criminal Caseflow Management, National Statistics Generation, the Central Violations Bureau Support System, INDEX, and the Speedy Trial Act Accounting and Reporting System. A large number of additional applications in day-to-day use by the federal courts are still being evaluated, while others have been completely designed and are under active development. Still others are in the design stage, such as a nationwide Probation Information Management System, requested by the Judicial Conference of the United States to improve planning and management of the probation services and to provide judges with a data base on national sentencing practices as one means of reducing unfair sentencing disparity.45

Studies conducted for and by the Center give evidence that the federal courts are realizing significant benefits from their use of computer technology. A recent report documents that computers have increased the federal courts’ ability to provide service to litigants, the bar, the press, and other interested parties.46 The report further documents significantly improved internal court operations, more accurate and readable court records, improved coordination between agencies in the judicial community, reduced clerical time required to prepare court records, and increased security and availability of these records.

The cost of providing these benefits has been documented

in a companion study\textsuperscript{47} that shows, for example, that if the Center were providing Speedy Trial Act time accounting support to all federal courts, it would cost between $2,200 and $2,600 annually per court. The computer application providing Central Violations Bureau support to all federal courts would cost between $3,400 and $4,500 annually per court. This is only a fraction of the cost of adding a single new court employee to perform these functions, and in many cases adding one employee would be totally insufficient to complete the work that can be done by the computer.

Of course, these benefit measures are not sufficient to measure the impact of a complex computer-based case and court management system on the federal courts. The attitudes of the users must also be considered. Again, any evidence on this score must necessarily be impressionistic, for we have not seen the need nor the justification for any elaborate user survey to gauge those attitudes. We are aware of the negative attitudes of those judges and court personnel who see little benefit from the various systems, or who would structure the systems somehow differently, or who doubt that the benefits derived have been worth the cost.

We would be less than candid, however, not to acknowledge a body of correspondence,\textsuperscript{48} accumulated over the years, that evidences significant appreciation for the system on the part of both judicial and support personnel. The chief judge of one of the United States courts of appeals, for example, reported that “manual processing led to the ‘loss’ of some appeals and unreasonable delays in the processing of others. The computer has enabled us to gain effective control of the management of our caseload. . . . We are deciding more appeals more quickly because these tools are available.”\textsuperscript{49} Similarly, the chief judge of one of the largest district courts reported that Courtran as a whole enables our Court to provide the members of the bar as well as our general public and other governmental agencies with improved service and with more accurate and timely information. . . . [Our clerk can] more effectively . . . report on the status of the Judges’ calendars, and provide calendar reports, motion reports, scheduling reports and other useful

\textsuperscript{48.} Letters on file in the Office of the Director of the Federal Judicial Center.
\textsuperscript{49.} Id.
This evaluation may be all the more meaningful because of the judges’ frequent assertion of special conditions in the judiciary: “[t]he concepts involved in court and case management are defiant and make computerization of the courts much more difficult than it is of business.” The chief judge of another large metropolitan court commented on “the flexibility of the system.” “[W]hen the Speedy Trial Act was amended,” he said, “[t]he Center was able to change Criminal Courtran immediately to incorporate these changes without any significant delay. . . . There is no comparison between the reports that are currently being generated by the system and the ones previously produced manually.” Moreover, another chief district judge wrote, “Our Clerk reports that the system has reduced by at least fifty percent the amount of staff time required to prepare the Speedy Trial Act data which must be submitted to the Administrative Office with a significant increase in accuracy.”

The clerk of the federal court in a moderate-sized city wrote that Courtran “allows us to do things we could never have done without it. I am not referring,” he continued, “to luxuries and frills either. It assists us with daily tasks at real personnel savings, and . . . it provides many more services than most people know.” He also reported on the benefits the system provides to other than the largest courts:

[A] one-judge court may not require the frequent analysis of data and experience that a ten judge court may, but . . . a five judge court desiring to reduce an ever increasing pending caseload and stay out of administrative bankruptcy certainly needs help. The larger staffs of the bigger courts allow for managers and analysts that mid-size courts can’t have.

A clerk in a larger court, careful to point out that he does “not blindly endorse automation,” noted that “Courtran has enabled us to eliminate a number of duplicative, boring, error prone manual tasks associated with the compilation of statistical information” and “has greatly improved the accuracy and complete-
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ness of information relating to the types of cases being filed in our Court. We are, consequently, much more responsive to inquiries from the bar and the public about our caseload."

We hasten to aver what we implied above: it would not be difficult to assemble a set of testimonials—from other federal judges and support personnel—that cast doubt on the utility of automation. This skepticism, in fact, is one of the more powerful motivations for the Center to continue to seek ways to improve the automated support it provides the courts. Nevertheless, the acid test of a major innovation such as Courtran is not its ability to achieve universal acceptance. Instead, the results of the best evaluation possible, based on as much evidence as is available, should prove the innovation’s ability to meet the needs it is designed to meet. Such an evaluation of the Courtran program clearly shows there is a constituency for automation among federal court personnel that was not present when development of these systems began.

B. Accounting for Courtran’s Success

There are at least three fundamental reasons for whatever success the Center has achieved in its ability to develop and install complex computer-based support systems in the federal courts.

Reliable Funding: Through fiscal year 1981, Congress had provided the Center with appropriations of approximately $24 million to produce the computer system described above. Although this represents only two-thirds of one percent of the total federal judicial system budget for the time period in question, the funds are nevertheless considerable. Congress has provided these appropriations on an annual basis, once it was satisfied with the justification offered by the Center. With Congress’s investing the substantial sums necessary to construct the Courtran system—and thus fulfill an objective that Congress
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itself largely helped set—federal court automation has enjoyed a steady source of funding, in contrast to the short grant cycles that characterized, perhaps necessarily, LEAA support of state court technological improvement. Two- or three-year grants for technological innovation are unlikely to provide the time necessary for developing plans, evaluating prototypes, reconsidering objectives, and developing and implementing revised plans.

Board Support: The Board of the Federal Judicial Center has supported the development of the Courtran program from the outset. The endorsement of this group of six (now seven) judges—including the Chief Justice—and the Director of the Administrative Office has surely served to legitimize it in the eyes of more skeptical judges who are not so familiar with it. Furthermore, the Board has provided policy direction to Courtran's basic developmental course.

User Involvement: Since the Courtran program was initiated, the Center has consistently involved the potential users of the system in the design and development of the applications. The decision to involve the users did not represent an effort to sell the system as much as it did a recognition that the system would be of little value to users whose needs and preferences were not reflected in the design of the system.

59. See notes 20 & 21 and accompanying text supra.
60. See note 20 supra.